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Multi-million copy bestselling audio superstar Anthony Robbins offers the retail audio debut of his

blockbuster original program, only on CD.Have you noticed sometimes you can perform at your best

and still fall just short of your goal? Now, Anthony Robbins will show you how to utilize a quality you

already possess so you can achieve that goal and The Power to Shape Your Destiny: Seven

Strategies for Massive Results shows you how.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â  The Power to Shape Your

Destiny will become your close companion as you use it to realize what you really want from your

life. What is it youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re truly after? Do you want a more fulfilling career, economic freedom, or

more passionate relationships? Do you want to have the time for extraordinary vacations? Would

you like to travel the world? Would you just like to be closer to a certain friend, relative, or loved

one? What's been holding you back from living your dreams? If you want to change it all, this is the

program to make it happen. The Power to Shape Your Destiny shows listeners how to make it

happen.
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Anthony Robbins is the recognized expert in the psychology of peak performance, he has spent

more than a quarter of a century serving people from more than 80 nations around the world. He is

an international bestselling author. His educational audio system, Personal Power, has sold more

than 35 million units worldwide. His clients have included an extraordinary array of outstanding

achievers, including presidents of the United States, members of two royal families, Olympic and

professional athletes, and Fortune 500 CEOs, and he has addressed distinguished audiences



ranging from BritainÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Parliament to the Harvard Business School.

With as many self-empowerment books as I read or listen to as an audiobook, it's a wonder it took

so long for me to discover Tony Robbins. Now that I've finally arrived, I'm a huge fan! I recently

listened to The Power to Shape Your Destiny narrated by Robbins and released as a

Nightengale-Conant Production

http://www..com/Power-Shape-Your-Destiny-Strategies/dp/1442352655/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=U

TF8&qid=1436013654&sr=1-1&keywords=the+power+to+shape+your+destinyThe Power to Shape

Your Destiny is a bit of a re-hash of Robbin's work called Unleash the Power Within

http://www..com/Unleash-Power-Within-Personal-Transform/dp/1442352663/ref=pd_bxgy_14_img_

yBut it was well worth it for me.I'm always up for a refresher course ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ sometimes I

need to hear the same thing over and over before it sinks in. What really stood out to me in this

latest audiobook was the idea that while trying to achieve a goal, most humans tend to just try one

or two things and then give up if it doesn't work out. Robbins points out that anything can be

achieved if someone had a compelling reason to make it happen. Once a person decides they must

achieve their goal rather than they should do it, success if on the way.I'm in the process of working

on one of those goals which most people think is nuts. Robbins would disagree. He points out that

anything is possible if there is a will to make it happen. After listening to The Power to Shape Your

Destiny, I decided the next time I get ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“stuck,ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• I'll write up a list of all

the things I haven't tried and see where that gets me.One of the things I like most about Robbins is

that he is a no-nonsense, straight-shooter. I haven't had the chance to go to one of his conferences,

but that's on my ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“to doÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• list for sure!

https://www.tonyrobbins.com/Until then, I'll keep listening to Robbin's audiobooks. Up next:

MONEY: Master the Game: 7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom

http://www..com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss_2?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=tony+robbns

I feel like I've been to a Tony Robbins seminar without having to pay the high price$. Tony Robbins

really understands people, and what makes the human psyche tick. Learning what is behind our

fears and irrational decisions by knowing what our six basic needs are has been important advice

for me. There is so much more, but this was the most helpful to me. I love owning the cd's and

listening to them over and over again.

I cannot get disc number one to play and my CD player. For some reason the formatting won't allow



it unless I messed with it forever. I did get it to play at one time but that's it. The rest of the disks play

just fine so I'm not sure what's up with it. The message is interesting though. It's a little bit more

open format than what I thought it would be, as I was kind of looking more for an audiobook but it's

OK.

I prefer his "Get the Edge" CD set but it arrived on time and all good.

There is no one with more charisma and speaking ability than Tony Robbins.I will, at some time, go

to one of his events.He is incredible.

Great stuff from TR. Recommend. Each of the CDs is about an hour in length. Good work, Mr.

Robbins. Thank you.

I am always trying to better my best. Tony is great at inspiring and motivating people. He provides

tools to help you make the first steps toward reaching your goals. The work is completely up to you

and how well you do it determines the outcome, which is a good thing. I listen to him in the car on

my way to work. I feel ready to be productive and successful at whatever I need to accomplish that

day.

great insights and action steps to move forward with one's life.
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